A computer simulation model facies-3D for the reconstruction of the carbonate sedimentary process
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Abstract: A computer simulation model for the reconstruction of the sedimentary processes for carbonates and siliciclastics (Facies-3D) has been developed by the Technology Research Center of the Japan National Oil Corporation. The Facies-3D carbonate model describes carbonate facies in each grid in three dimension based on water depth and current velocity. Water depth is calculated from sea level changes and basement movement. Current velocity at each grid is calculated from boundary current velocity data given at four corners of the simulation area and at any other points. The accumulation rate of sediments is determined from the type of carbonate facies and the calculated water depth. Output data at each step are facies and thickness for each grid. The above-mentioned series of calculations is made at each step for the simulation period. A simulation case study was conducted using the depositional model of the reefal carbonate facies of the upper Kais Formation, which is the main oil reservoir in the Walio field in the Salawati Basin in Indonesia. The upper Kais Formation is interpreted to have been deposited during a third-order cycle (5.5 Ma-4.2 Ma). Eight carbonate facies were delineated in the Kais and overlying Klasafet Formations as follows: (1) restricted back reef, (2) open back reef, (3) reef flat, (4) reef crest, (5) reef front, (6) shallow fore reef, (7) fore reef talus, and (8) deep fore reef. Parameters for the simulations such as carbonate facies, basement data, sea level curve, basement subsidence, and current conditions were evaluated from various analyses from eight key wells in the Walio field area, regional geology and ODP data. The simulation was conducted for the period of 5.4 Ma to 4.8 Ma. The results indicate that the simulation model describes the back-stepping feature and facies change at the major flooding events such as Q-1, O and K interpreted from well data.

INTRODUCTION

A computer simulation model for the reconstruction of the sedimentary processes for carbonates and siliciclastics (GEOSIM) was developed by the Technology Research Center (TRC) of the Japan National Oil Corporation (JNOC) during the period from 1986 to 1995. The GEOSIM carbonate model was developed based on results of surveys conducted during the project on the Quaternary carbonates in the Ryukyus (Tsuji, 1993; Honda et al., 1994; Tsuji et al., 1994) and the Recent sediments from offshore Fraser Island, eastern Australia (Harris et al., 1996). Some simulation case studies were carried out using the results of these surveys (Sunouchi et al., 1989; Iwata et al., 1993; Matsuda et al., 1997). The results of these case studies indicate that the simulation model reconstructed to a high degree, the distribution of the carbonate facies. Since 1995, TRC of JNOC has developed Facies-3D (Matsui et al., 1997) which is an upgraded version of GEOSIM. Since 1996, a case study using the Facies-3D carbonate model (Matsuda et al., 1997) has been conducted for the Walio field (Gibson-Robinson et al., 1990; Livingstone et al., 1992) located in the Salawati Basin, Irian Jaya, eastern Indonesia (Fig. 1). The purposes of the case study are as follows:

- To reconstruct the depositional model of the Miocene carbonate reservoir of the Kais Formation in the Walio field.
- To predict three-dimensional distribution and heterogeneity of the Kais carbonate reservoir using Facies-3D.
- To verify the feasibility of Facies-3D as an exploration and production tool.

During this case study, the Facies-3D carbonate model has been upgraded to include three new modules such as mud accumulation, reef environment and compaction. This paper describes...
the principle of the Facies-3D carbonate model and preliminary results of the case study for the Miocene carbonate reservoir in the Walio field.

**PRINCIPAL OF THE SIMULATION MODEL**

A schematic flow diagram for the Facies-3D carbonate model is shown in Figure 2. The Facies-3D carbonate model describes carbonate facies in each grid in three dimensions based on water depth and current velocity. The simulation area is defined by X and Y axial grids. Basement data showing paleo-topography is defined by X, Y, and Z axes. Water depth (Z axis) is calculated from sea level changes and basement movement. Current velocity at each grid is calculated from boundary current velocity data given at four corners of the simulation area and at any other points. Analyses on mud accumulation and reef environment are made to limit the area for deposition of mud in deep water, and to define fore reef and back reef settings, respectively, in each grid. This is followed by defining carbonate facies from the calculated water depth and current velocity. The accumulation rate of sediments is determined from the type of carbonate facies and the calculated water depth. Mechanical compaction is then predicted. Output data at each step are facies and thickness for each grid. The above-mentioned series of calculations is made for each step during the simulation period.

**DEPOSITIONAL MODEL**

A simulation case study was conducted using the preliminary depositional model of the main Walio reservoir in the reefal carbonate facies of the upper Kais Formation, which is overlain by claystones of the Klasafet Formation (Fig. 3). The upper Kais carbonates laterally change into the Klasafet claystones. The Walio field is considered to be located on the shelf margin bank which extends a minimum of 50 km east and west of the field. Eight carbonate facies were delineated in the Kais and overlying Klasafet Formations as follows: (1) restricted back reef (FA1i), (2) open back reef (FA1ii), (3) reef flat (FA2), (4) reef crest (FA3), (5) reef front (FA4), (6) shallow fore reef (FA5), (7) fore...

---

**Figure 1.** Map showing the location of the Walio field, a cross section A-B of the depositional model in Figure 3 (in the upper map) and the location of the simulation area A (lower left) in Figure 8 (in the lower left map).
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The depositional features of the upper Kais Formation in the Walio field are shown in Figure 3 and are summarized below.

- The deposition of the upper Kais Formation occurred during a third-order cycle (5.5 Ma–4.2 Ma) (Fig. 4).
- The lateral facies changes are recognized from the FA1–FA5 facies of the Kais Formation in the reef core to the FA5 and FA6 facies in the reef margin.
- The back step of the reefal facies are interpreted on the reefal margin
- The reef growth in the Walio field possibly ended at 5.0 Ma due to transgression and periodic influxes of detrital clay-rich sediments towards the end of the Kais reef.

**EXTRACTION OF PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATION**

Several sets of parameters were tested during the case study and the results were calibrated with the preliminary depositional model of the field and lithology observed in Walio-23. The simulations were made for three different sizes of the area; the regional area A (area size: 30 km x 40 km, grid size: 1 km x 1 km), the main Walio field area B (area size: 7 km x 5 km, grid size: 200 m x 200 m), and the eastern Walio field area C (area size: 3 km x 3

Figure 2. Schematic flow diagram for the Facies-3D carbonate model.

Figure 3. Depositional model of the eastern part of the Walio field. Location of the cross section is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 4. Stratigraphy and sequence stratigraphic framework in the Walio field.

Figure 5. Basement data of the main Walio field simulation area B. The location of the area B is shown in Figure 8 with a rectangle.
km, grid size: 200 m x 200 m). The optimum conditions for each parameter and the results of the simulation for the area B are described below.

- Simulations were conducted for the period of 5.4 Ma to 4.8 Ma at every 5,000 years.
- Basement data indicating paleo-topography was reconstructed at the 5.4 Ma MFS (Fig. 5).
- Sea-level changes in the Late Miocene to Early Pliocene are inferred from stable oxygen isotope data from ODP sites 846 of Leg 138 in the southeastern Pacific Ocean (Shackleton et al., 1995; Haq et al., 1987). The change in the oxygen isotope ratios between the present time and the last glaciation in the Quaternary is assumed to be equivalent to 120 m of sea level change. Oxygen isotope data were converted to sea-level change data based on the assumption that this conversion ratio in the Quaternary can be applied to the Late Miocene to Early Pliocene (Fig. 6). Major flooding events such as R, Q-1, O, N, M, and K interpreted from CycloLog data are described in Figure 7 using GR and INPEFA (processed from GR using CycloLog*) curves in Walio-23. These events are correlated with the sea-level change data.

* CycloLog: trade mark of ENRES INTERNATIONAL

- The results of the simulations indicate that the rate, 5.0 m/10,000 year is optimum to describe the facies.
- Paleocurrents in the area were inferred from dipmeter analysis data, and are interpreted to be in a direction of the west to the east. This direction seems to be reasonable because this is parallel both to the regional trend of the 'Walio bank' and to an elongated Kasim pinnacle reef. Current conditions such as its direction and velocity at each grid can be simulated according to the input boundary current condition data, basement configuration and water depth. Several simulations in the regional area were conducted to estimate reasonable current data in the Walio field area (Fig. 8).
- The template of carbonate facies shown in Figure 9 was delineated and based on carbonate facies and their associated carbonate rocks, which were inferred from sedimentary and faunal analyses from eight key wells in the Walio field area.

RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION

Results of the simulation are as follows (Figs. 10 and 11):

- Overall back-step features in the field are simulated.
- Major flooding events such as Q-1, O, N, M, and K interpreted from CycloLog data are described by the simulation.
- Back reef facies are described in the interval between events Q-1 and Q-1. The FA1 and FA4 facies are mainly described in the interval between events Q-1 and O. An overall deepening upward section is represented in the interval between events O and K. The reef is drowned after event K.
- Influences of back reef generally decrease toward the top of the Walio reef. The southwestern part of the Walio field, which is the inner part of the reef, has more back reef influences.

FUTURE TARGET OF FACIES-3D

The following module and concept will be incorporated into the Facies-3D carbonate model in the feature target.

- A module for shallow diagenesis to estimate dissolution and cementation in the reconstructed carbonate facies.
- The idea on estimation of the location of a carbonate factory and supply of carbonate sediments from the factory to surrounding areas.
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Figure 6a. Sea-level change, 5.5–4.8 Ma estimated from stable oxygen isotope data of ODP 846. Major flooding events, R, Q-1, O and K correlated with Walio-23 log data in Figure 7 is shown both in Figures 6a and 6b.

Figure 6b. Sea-level change in conjunction with basement subsidence at rate of 5.0 m/10,000 years.

Figure 7. Electrical log data in Walio-23. PEFA and INPEFA curves are processed using CycloLog (a trademark of ENRES INTERNATIONAL). Flooding events are marked as K, M, N, O, Q-1, and R.
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Figure 8. Simulated facies distribution in the regional simulation area A at step 18. Arrows indicate current direction and velocity. Legend on the right shows simulated velocity in cm/sec. Legend of carbonate facies is shown in Figure 9. Mud accumulation logic is not incorporated in this simulation.

Figure 9. Template of carbonate facies in relation to water depth and current velocity. 1; FA1/FA2, 2–4; FA1 (floatstone/packstone), 5–7; FA1 (packstone/wackestone), 8; FA1 (wackestone), 9; FA3, 10–12; FA4, 13–15; FA5, 16; FA6, 17; FA6 or deeper, 18; mud. In the mud accumulation logic, carbonate facies 6–9 and 14–16 can be replaced with mud facies 18.
Figure 10. Simulated facies distribution in the main Walio field simulation area B at step 2. Arrows indicate current direction and velocity. Legend of carbonate facies is shown in Figure 9. Facies 6-8 and 14-16 are replaced with facies 18 by mud accumulation logic.

Figure 11. Cross section at the last step at Y-coordinate 1,600. A-B is the projection of the cross section in Figure 3.
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